TIPI AM KANZLERAMT
Where turn-of-the-century Berliners once amused themselves "In
the Tents", only a few minutes away from the Reichstag Building
and the Brandenburg Gate, in the middle of the Tiergarten park,
stands one of Berlin's most exceptional venues: TIPI AM
KANZLERAMT. This remarkable tent theatre by the Chancellery
offers sophisticated amusement throughout the whole year:
chanson, cabaret, variety, dance, acrobatics or musical comedy
along with high-quality food and drinks.
The name the directors Lutz Deisinger and Holger Klotzbach chose
for the theatre has a simple description: the TIPI is a tent, even
though Berlin's TIPI doesn't have the classic pointed roof or smoke
flap. In the language of the Dakota 'ti' means 'to live' and 'pi' means
'to use', which perfectly describes the 'home from home' we want to
offer both artists and audience.
Here, every evening, renowned national artists present top-level,
intelligent metropolitan entertainment. Regular guests include for
example stars like Tim Fischer, Gayle Tufts, Georgette Dee, Rainald
Grebe and René Marik with their latest musical programmes.
International formations such as the funny 'Ukulele Orchestra of
Great Britain', the Hip-Hop-artists Tom Tom Crew, the powerfulvoiced Scottish tenors Caledon as well as the Venetian quick-change
artist Ennio perform in TIPI AM KANZLERAMT regulary. Aside,
readings and sparkling single performances with stars like Dieter
Hildebrandt, Götz Alsmann or Georg Kreisler take place, an wellknown actress like Andrea Sawatzki presents her first chanson
recital.
The TIPI was manufactured by Europe's largest tent-maker and was
opened on 8 June 2002 with a lavish revue broadcast live on 3sat.
This revue, and the theatre's first few programmes, celebrated the
tenth anniversary of another Berlin cabaret, the Bar jeder Vernunft
- TIPI is the partner of the Bar jeder Vernunft. The evening was
introduced by the talk-show host Alfred Biolek and the entertainer
Gayle Tufts. The performers included Meret Becker, Otto Sander,
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Brigitte Mira, the Geschwister Pfister, Maren Kroymann and many,
many others.
The blue-lined theatre space has 480 seats, almost all of them at
tables. For catering TIPI offers a selected choice of dishes
complementing both the season and the programmes, together with
an excellent wine list. The enchanting tent architecture, covering
800 square metres with a height of eight metres at its highest
point, gives rise to a unique atmosphere for events of all kinds. The
technical equipment is state of the art. In summer there is an
inviting beer garden with occasional barbeques and a good view of
the Reichstag.
TIPI AM KANZLERAMT is also available for exclusive private events.
Its great flexibility makes it equally ideal for large or small
gatherings. Perfect service and an exciting atmosphere make an
evening in the TIPI AM KANZLERAMT a guaranteed success.

TIPI AM KANZLERAMT
Große Querallee
10557 Berlin
Between the Chancellery and the House of the Cultures of the
World
Transport connection: Bus 100, M85, S-Bahn Brandenburger Tor,
Hauptbahnhof
Tickets: 030/39 06 65 50
www.tipi-am-kanzleramt.de
Box office: Mon – Sat 12:00 noon to 7:00 pm, Sun 3:00 pm to 6:00
pm
Ticket prices range from 14,50 to 44,50 Euro, depending on the day
of the week and the current programme
Press information and press photos online:
www.tipi-am-kanzleramt.de
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